TONY CUMMINGS
Vice President of Development

As Vice President of Development for Billingsley Company, Tony Cummings has been intimately involved with the interior finish out of all of our Corporate Properties, including Cypress Waters, One Arts Plaza and International Business Park. Working directly with our Tenants, Brokers, Architects, Designers and Engineers Tony works to build long lasting relationships long after the construction project is completed.

Prior to Joining the Billingsley Team in 2003, Tony worked for Harris Design Associates for 15 years where his major accounts included Billingsley, Ericsson, Exxon/Mobil, Burlington Northern Railroad and AT&T Wireless.

Tony has a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Interior Design from the University of North Texas, he is a LEED AP and a NCIDQ Certified professional. Tony is a Dallas native and enjoys spending time with his family enjoying and celebrating their performing art talents.